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Why is it so hard to maintain healthful habits? This program
explains successful processes to initiate and maintain change
from a neuroscience perspective. Specifically, the program
examines five key brain challenges that underlie many of
the most effective cognitive, behavioral and pharmacological
strategies for changing health behaviors and maintaining
healthful practices. The neuroscience is presented simply
and focused on the practical. Each brain challenge is followed
by exercises to target brain processes, encouraging health
professionals or patients to change these processes. The text
serves as a guide to learn how and why active participation
is needed to produce meaningful change.
The program focuses on mastering five key brain challenges:
1. Learning to highly value behaviors that promote
wellness while devaluing behaviors that lead to poor
health.
2. Enriching one’s life to tame the need for immediate
gratification.
3. Enhancing resiliency to threats and chronic stressors.
4. Training one’s addiction circuits that respond to drugs
as well as “comfort foods” to make healthful behaviors
habitual.
5. Making flexible decisions to empower the prefrontal
cortex to make healthful choices.
Participants completing the program should be able to:
1. Identify how the brain weighs options when making
health-related decisions.
2. Discuss how opportunities for reward get overvalued.
3. List social factors that can overvalue habits and sabotage
our health.
4. Describe how the brain’s reward system is sabotaged by
addictive substances.
5. State how we can correct value estimates, including
reframing and challenging expectations.
6. Discuss how impulse control is affected by neuronal
processes.
7. Outline several ways that illustrate how life enrichment
improves impulse control.
8. Define and give examples of reward deficiency syndrome.
9. Describe how chronic stress increases the need for
immediate gratification.
10. List several effects of adverse early childhood experience
on adult stress.
11. List several ways to develop greater stress resilience.
12. Compare and contrast habits that can be automatic from
those that are acquired.
13. Provide three examples of how we learn new behaviors.
14. List several ways for how new behaviors can turn into
old habits.
15. Explain why willpower is not enough.
16. Describe how problem-solving skills can develop and
can disappear.
17. List several ways to improve problem-solving and
cognitive skills.
18. Summarize key principles using the example of weight
loss.
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Challenge 1:
How to Value What Makes Us Healthy
How Your Brain Weighs Health-Related Decisions
••Calculating the value of an opportunity
••Dopamine neurons and reward expectations
••Immediate gratification and the limbic system
••Delayed gratification and the prefrontal cortex

How Opportunities For Reward Get Overvalued
••Social reinforcement and peer pressure
••Power of suggestion: placebo and nocebo effects
••Impaired expectancy and alcohol-related decisions
••Marketing your own expectations and rewards
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Social Factors in Overvaluing Habits and Sabotaging
Health

••How habits are contagious
••Why we love to sabotage attempts at self-improvement
••When helping is hurtful: rescuing, doting, enabling
••How verbal reinforcement alters our experience

Hijacking the Brain’s Reward System
••The attraction of addictive substances
••Spiraling out of control: overvaluing drug reward
••Speed and intensity of drug absorption: addiction or not?

How to Assess the True Value of a Reward
••How to correct value estimates
••Reframing: adopting a new perspective
••Tackling irrational fears: treating phobic disorders
••Comparing self against others: social comparison biases
••Revealing internal contractions between how we think and act

Challenge 2: Taming the Need for
Immediate Gratification
Reducing Maladaptive Habits By
Improving Impulse Control
••Neural control of our impulses
••The neurons that desire immediate gratification
••Inhibiting the neurons that seek immediate gratification

Life-Enriching Activities
••Enhancing communication skills
••Breaking problems down to manageable steps
••Doing what you love and loving what you do

Reward-Deficiency Syndrome
••Dopamine deficiency: addiction, depression and obesity
••Raised to be mild or wild?
••Social hierarchy and need for immediate gratification
••Dopamine deficiency and consuming passions
••Risks of immediate gratification
••How to change your environment to resist temptations

Challenge 3: Increasing Resilient to
Threats and Chronic Stress
How Stress Increases Need for
Immediate Gratification

••Why and how we respond to stress
••Understanding stress triggers
••Chronic stress, immediate gratification and serotonin
••Reducing chronic stress by achieving greater sense of control
••Understanding posttraumatic stress: horror frozen in memory
••Achieving greater control over stressors in your life.

Effects of Early Childhood Stress
••What prepares us for stress: the stress hormone cortisol
••The enduring effects of maternal anxiety and separation
••Separation anxiety: overcoming past stressors

How We Can Develop Greater Stress Resilience
••Pacing, scheduling and self-care: the sleep connection
••Detrimental effects of overwork and sleep deprivation
••Pre-planning and problem-solving
••Relaxation: a neurobiological perspective

Challenge 4: Retraining Your Addiction
Circuits to Make Healthful Behaviors Habitual
Healthful Behaviors as Habit-Forming
••How habits become automatic
••What behaviors can become automatic?
••What happens to brain processing as habits form?

How We Learn New Behaviors
••Imitation, mirror neurons and importance of modeling
••Importance of observation
••Increasing your confidence to do a behavior: practice
••Modeling, encouragement and anxiety reduction

Turning a New Behavior Into an Old Habit
••Practice, practice, practice: how much, how often
••Obtaining social support
••Monitoring and feedback
••Creating immediate contingencies for health behavior

Challenge 5: Making Flexible Decisions to
Empower Your Brain to Make
Healthful Decisions
Delaying Automatic Unhealthy Habits
••Why willpower is not enough
••The limits of willpower in overcoming habits
••Alternatives to willpower

How Problem-Solving Skills Develop and Disappear
••Developmental stages and cognitive decline
••Risk aversion and risky decision-making
••Use it or lose it: effects of novelty and activity: protecting the
aging brain
••Enhancing neuronal regrowth (neurogenesis)

Improving Problem-Solving and Cognitive Skills
••What prevents problem-solving?
••Tricks for helping your prefrontal cortex

Surmounting the Challenges: The Example of Weight Loss
A review and application of the five brain challenges
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